Poncho Instructions:
1. You are given 2 blankets which are rectangles of 50 X 60 inch.
2. Make a square of 50 X 50 of this rectangle, Cut the 10 X 50 extra piece out.
3. From the extra fabric that you cut (10 X 50) cut out 1 inch by 50 inch long strip. Call it Piece
A.
4. Spread the blankets. Place the two blankets on top of each other. Fold them twice. Now
you will get one corner with no open ends. This happens to be the center of the blanket.
This will be the neck hole for the poncho. Call it CORNER A.
5. From the Corner A, measure out 3 inches and mark the two points. Refer to fig 1. Take a
small plate and place it on the blanket such that the arc of the plate meets the two points
on the blanket and draw the arc of the circle along the plate. Refer to fig 2. Cut along the
arc that you just drew. IMPORTANT: When you unfold the blanket, the poncho hole will be
in the center of the blanket.
6. Find the center point of the poncho where the bow will be and mark it. CALL IT CENTER A.
This is 1 inch below the neck of the poncho and on the center of the chest.
7. Now we need to mark 18 slits inch from the edge of the neck uniformly. Start the first one
from the left side of the Center A. Then mark one to the right side of the Center A. Go
around and mark the 18 of them. They should be about 1 inch apart.
8. Once all look uniform go ahead and fold do small slit with a scissor.
9. Now take a 1 inch by 50 inch strip of fabric PIECE A and weave through both the blankets.
Make sure both ends of the strip end up on the top and straight above a corner to tie a
bow.
10. Repeat the weaving with contrasting color on the other side of the poncho to make this a
reversible poncho.
11. Now, cut 1 inch by 5 inch fringes along the edge of all four sides at the bottom.
12. Tie these two pieces together using a slip-knot. There are two types of knots. Both are cut
the same length. Try the knots and see what comes better for you.
Link to the video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLPgXB_TQkU

Blanket Instructions:
1. You are given 2 blankets which are rectangles of 50 X 60 inch.
2. Spread the blankets. Place the two blankets on top of each other.
3. Now, cut 1 inch by 5 inch fringes along the edge of all four sides at the bottom.
4. Tie these two pieces together using a slip-knot. There are two types of knots. Both are cut
the same length. Try the knots and see what comes better for you.

